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ABSTRACT: The formation of crystalline materials has
been studied for more than a century. Recent discoveries
about the self-assembly of many inorganic materials,
involving aggregation of nanoparticle (NP) precursors or
pre-nucleation clusters, challenge the simple assumptions
of classical crystallization theory. The situation for organic
materials is even more of a terra incognita due to their high
complexity. Using in situ high-temperature atomic force
microscopy during the solvent-free crystallization of an
organic compound [Ni(quinolone-8-thiolate)2], we ob-
serve long-range migration of NPs on a silica substrate and
their incorporation into larger crystals, suggesting a non-
classical pathway in the growth of the molecular crystal.

Crystal growth and solidification processes are basic to the
preparation of many materials, from metals and semi-

conductor devices to pharmaceuticals.1 The mechanisms of
crystal growth are central to the science and process engineering
of these materials. Studying the microscopic kinetics of
crystallization is important for understanding these processes.1b,2

Recently, crystallization from solutions of many inorganic
materials has been successfully recorded using advanced high-
tech microscopy techniques. Based on these investigations, non-
classical pathways, such as “oriented attachment” of nano-
particles (NPs) followed by diffusion-controlled surface
reconstruction, have been revealed. The picture that has emerged
encompasses many materials, including nucleation of interme-
tallic compounds3 and magnetic materials,4 assembly of
semiconductor/superconductor nanomaterials,5 nucleation of
calcium minerals,6 and silicalite growth.7 In the growth of some
chiral crystals, such as NaBrO3 and NaClO3, an enantiomer-
specific oriented attachment mechanism has been discovered
during the “Viedma ripening” process.8 These studies demon-
strate alternate and often complementary pathways to the
classical pathway that visualizes the initial formation of crystalline
solids by spontaneous agglomeration of individual atoms, ions, or
molecules.9

Understanding the crystallization of organic molecules has
been a long-standing challenge, because unlike the stable
covalent or atomic bonds in inorganic materials, the self-
assemblies involved in organic crystals are more complex and

unstable.10 So far, the crystallization of molecular materials has
been studied mainly bymeans of diffraction, spectroscopy, ex situ
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and simulations
employing colloids or proteins as “artificial molecules”,9a,11

which do not really visualize the real microscopic kinetic
processes. In particular, no experimental evidence has been
found to prove whether the NP-mediated non-classical growth
mechanism applies to the assembly of organic materials.
Furthermore, although the fundamental dynamic mechanisms
of solid-to-solid (s-s) crystallization have been studied
extensively in simple systems such as silicon and germanium,
they have rarely been investigated in detail for molecular
compounds. Thus, despite their significance in micro-morphol-
ogy control and property tuning of functional organic materials
and pharmaceuticals, only a poor understanding has been
developed for these issues.12 On-surface crystallization studies
may provide a precious opportunity to observe the details of the
mass transport during the process in real time.
Here we report an in situ study of the solution-free, on-surface

crystallization of a metal−organic coordination compound,
[Ni(quinolone-8-thiolate)2] ([Ni(qt)2]), where polycrystalline
films convert into single crystals during thermal annealing. Real-
time imaging of the dynamic formation of the crystals using
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and optical microscopy (OM)
reveals that particles having diameters of hundreds of nanome-
ters are able to migrate several micrometers on a surface. The
experimentally revealed NP-mediated migration and oriented
attachment pathways represent a non-classical solid-state growth
mechanism for molecular crystals.
Thin films of [Ni(qt)2] were deposited on silicon dioxide

substrates (for AFM and OM) and on lacey carbon films (for
TEM observation) by vacuum vapor deposition (see Supporting
Information for details). The films show identical X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns on all substrates (Figure S1), but
with peak positions different from those of the bulk crystals. This
indicates that the films belong to a different crystalline phase,
consistent with a previous report.13 Crystallization of films (∼50
nm thick) composed of discontinuous NPs was driven by heating
on a hot-stage microscope. A remarkable growth process at 150
°Cwas recorded by time-resolved optical microscope images and
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is shown in Figure 1. The deposited film coarsened during
heating, and then fiber-like crystals nucleated. The substrate
around the larger crystals became exposed as the neighboring
particles re-deposited on the larger crystals (Figure 1a andMovie
S1). Another noteworthy phenomenon in the crystal formation
process is shown in Figure 1b. During the growth, the single
crystal behaved like a straw: the particles surrounding it on the
film were absorbed into the crystal at its end, and the crystal
lengthened from 11.6 to 23.5 μm (Movie S2). This suggests that
NP migration is involved in the process. The typical AFM
morphology of a microcrystal is shown in Figure S2, where a long
and pointed “tail” grew in the film, consistent with the
appearance in the optical microscope.
Our OM observations indicated that the on-surface crystal-

lization of [Ni(qt)2] takes place by an unprecedented mode of
crystal growth for molecular materials. To probe the process and
obtainmore structural details and dynamic information on the s-s
conversion, we next used TEM. TEM imaging of pristine
[Ni(qt)2] thin films (thickness≈ 30 nm, Figure S3) displays poor
continuity, with faceted NPs of ∼100 nm in diameter randomly
covering the lacey carbon films. After the film was heated in the
TEM chamber for 10 min at 120 °C and 10−5 Pa, fiber-like
crystals formed across the grids, as shown in Figure 2a.
Simultaneously, some of the original particles near these crystals
disappeared (green rectangles), similar to what was observed
withOM. Figure 2a presents the selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern of the fiber-like crystal, showing that the top face

of the crystal is the (011) plane and the longitudinal direction is
[100], consistent with the crystal morphology predicted by the
Bravais−Friedel−Donnay−Harker (BFDH) method (Figure
2b) and the XRD results (Table S1). In the crystal structure,
[Ni(qt)2] molecular layers are stacked perpendicular to the
crystal growth direction, forming a one-dimensional chain
structure through intermolecular S−Ni bonds along the [100]
direction, as shown in the packing motifs of (100) and (011)
planes in Figure 2c. Additionally, the time-related TEM results
shown in Figure S4 demonstrate the formation of single crystals
from the NPs. However, because of the poor stability of organic
materials under the strong radiation of an electron beam (Figure
S5), it is impossible to trace the transformation process of the
rearrangement of the NPs in situ by using TEM.
To avoid destroying the organic materials by electron beam

radiation, researchers have used AFM to observe the morphology
of many organic compound films.14 We used a Dimension Icon
atomic force microscope (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA), equipped
with a heater plug (working range from ambient temperature to
250 °C) for in situ imaging of the crystallization of [Ni(qt)2]
during heating. Images were collected using the ScanAsyst mode
with 1.0 Hz scan rate. This mode is based on peak force tapping,
which performs a very fast force curve at every pixel in the image
by modulating the Z piezo at ∼2 kHz with an amplitude of 150
nm. The peak force of each of these curves is then used as the
imaging feedback signal. This mode controls the tip/sample
interaction directly to decrease the deformation depths and the
consequential contact area, so there is minimal damage to the
probe or sample and higher resolution is possible. This is vital for
imaging soft organic materials during heating. Commercial
silicon nitride probes (ScanAsyst-Air, Bruker; spring constant ≈
0.4 N/m) and a Stargate scanner (max. scan size≈ 100 μm) were
used to scan the sample. The samples and tips were heated at the
same time to keep the same temperature by a Bruker TAC
controller to avoid cantilever bending due to thermal
disequilibrium.
As shown in Figure 3, the [Ni(qt)2] films were composed of

many distinguishable particles on the surface, with a size of
several hundred nanometers, similar to the morphology profile,
as revealed by the optical and electron microscopes. Figure 3
shows sequential images depicting distinct migration trajectories
of [Ni(qt)2] NPs during heating of the films at 130 °C (see
Movie S3). The direct movement of a NPsuch as the one
marked with a yellow arrow, which constantly shifted its position
from one location to another on the substrate while its shape also
modified graduallywas just like a worm wriggling on the
ground. In 70 min, the NP drifted ∼1.6 μm, ending up between
two other particles; the other surrounding NPs basically
maintained their locations and shapes during this time. Another
change captured in the AFM images is highlighted by the dashed
line circles, where three NPs left their original positions and
migrated to other positions, leaving behind an empty space. The
trajectory of this migration, which seems a little fuzzier, actually
corresponds to the activity of these NPs. These observations
indicate the long-range migration of NPs on the SiO2 substrate
before crystallization. Ostwald ripening by the migration of
adsorbed molecules, via diffusion across the surface with
sequential random and short-range (∼5 Å) hopping, is a well-
known phenomenon in surface science.15 Here the long-range
migration of NPs cannot be explained by molecular diffusion
because the NPs move as a whole and basically maintain their
original shape rather than gradually disintegrating.

Figure 1.Optical microscopy observation of the formation of [Ni(qt)2]
crystals in 50 nm thick films of [Ni(qt)2] on SiO2 substrates. Annealing
temperature, 150 °C. (a) Frames from Movie S1 show the growth of
[Ni(qt)2] crystals. (b) Frames from Movie S2 show that growth of a
[Ni(qt)2] single crystal is accompanied by a gradual disappearance of
particles on the substrate.

Figure 2. Formation of [Ni(qt)2] microcrystals by direct heating in the
TEM chamber (120 °C and 10−5 Pa). (a) TEM image of a [Ni(qt)2]
microcrystal; (inset) SAED patterns corresponding to the area marked
with a red circle. (b) Predicted crystal morphology based on the BFDH
method. (c) Crystal packing patterns of the (100) and (011) planes.
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The AFM images in Figure 4a record a stage in the formation
of a [Ni(qt)2] microcrystal, demonstrating the attachment and
coalescence of NPs to formmicrocrystals (seeMovie S4). During
this stage, some NPs move from their original positions and
emerge in the new positions (dashed-line circles and yellow
arrows). Subsequently, nearby NPs connect with each other to
form irregular agglomerates (50 min). The image at 50 min is a
little blurry due to the movement of the NPs during scanning,
suggesting high activity of these NPs. In the image at 60 min,
several NPs have fused together to form a rod crystal. After that,
some other NPs near this crystal (yellow squares) move and
adjust their orientation in order to attach to the crystal. The
height and length of the crystal at various times are shown in
Figure 4b, revealing that the nearby NPs (such as the one marked
with d1) have been absorbed by the crystal.
NP migration during the crystal growth stage may bring some

abrupt expansions of the crystal on both spatial and temporal
scales. As shown in Figure 5, two needle microcrystals of
[Ni(qt)2] formed on heating of a 50 nm thick film at 130 °C for 1
h (initial image). After another 15 min, two additional clusters
emerged and attached to the crystal along the growth direction
[100], leading to remarkable increases in height in those areas
(marked with two solid line circles). Continued growth of the
two clusters enlarged the crystalline part along the needle, finally

joining them together to make a crystal displaying a “bamboo-
like” morphology (60 min). According to Figure S6 and Figure
2a, the needle crystals belong to the bulk phase of [Ni(qt)2]. A
noteworthy variation occurred during this process at the junction
of the two needle crystals (marked with dash line circles), where a
cluster detached from the crystal (45 min image), and after 15
min another cluster reattached to this position (60 min image),
suggesting high activity of the clusters at this stage. To track the
crystal growth concretely, we inspected the height changes by
scanning across the two needle crystals along a line l1‑2. The
heights of the corresponding peaks, labeled as d1 and d2 in Figure
5b, show a progressive increase with time, with d2 increasing
much more than d1 due to the attachment of the two clusters on

Figure 3. AFM peak force error images from Movie S3 show the
migration of [Ni(qt)2] NPs before crystallization. The trajectory of NPs’
migration is indicated by yellow arrows, and the remarkable changed
regions on the film are highlighted by dashed circles. Film thickness,∼30
nm; annealing temperature, 130 °C.

Figure 4. (a) AFMpeak force error images fromMovie S4 show a typical
spatial−temporal evolution of the formation of a microcrystal. (b)
Height profiles of line l1‑2 at various time intervals demonstrate crystal
growth and surface extension. The yellow arrows, dashed and solid
circles, and rectangles indicate different regions of remarkable changes
on the film. Film thickness, ∼30 nm; annealing temperature, 130 °C.

Figure 5. (a) Topographic AFM images show the evolution of the shape
and dimensions of the crystals, indicating a crystal growth mechanism
involving migration and re-oriented attachment of NPs to the crystal as
well as Ostwald ripening. (b) Height profiles of line l1−2 at various times
demonstrate crystal growth and surface extension. The dashed and solid
circles indicate different regions of remarkable changes on the film. Film
thickness, ∼50 nm; annealing temperature, 130 °C.
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the right crystal. Accompanied by crystal growth in all three
dimensions, some of the surrounding NPs vanished, and the
substrate became exposed around the crystals, consistent with
the OM results. The scale of the exposed substrate broadened
from ∼100 nm to >1 μm as time elapsed (marked with dashed-
line rectangle in Figure 5b). These distances are far too great to
be explained by mass transport by molecular diffusion in such a
solvent-free system.16 However, direct NP migration can explain
the transport of material across the gap in NPs to the crystal.
After migration and attachment of the NPs to the crystal, the
length and width of the crystal increased, and finally the gaps
between adjacent clusters were filled. We believe this process
occurs by the conventional mechanism of dissolution and growth
of monomer molecules. Thus, the crystal growth mechanism
involves both oriented attachment of the activated NPs and
Ostwald ripening.
To validate whether a vapor transport mechanism is involved

in this crystallization process, the thermal properties of [Ni(qt)2]
were investigated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The TG curve in Figure
S7a shows a small weight loss of ∼0.56% below 150 °C, which
may be caused by the desorption of moisture or other solvents.
The DSC curve shows a drastic endothermic peak at 359 °C due
to melting. Long time measurements were carried out at 190 °C
in the TGA andDSC equipment. The results are shown in Figure
S7b and indicate no weight loss or heat flow variation for 4 h,
excluding the possibility of sublimation of [Ni(qt)2] during
crystallization. Thus, instead of vapor-phase deposition, the NPs’
migration is believed to play a major role in the mass transport of
this on-surface crystallization, as confirmed by the AFM
observations.
We have observed a remarkable on-surface, solution-free

crystal growth process of [Ni(qt)2], transforming from a
polycrystalline film to single crystals, using OM, TEM, and
AFM. Trajectories of NP migration were observed in the time-
related AFM images, demonstrating the activity of the NPs on
the surface during the crystallization process. Although the exact
microstructure of the NPs and the molecular-level events
governing their structural rearrangement have not yet been
resolved in detail, the dynamic process of [Ni(qt)2] crystal
growth identified by in situ AFM reveals a non-classical pathway
in the solution-free crystallization involving NP-mediated
migration and oriented attachment. We believe the results
presented here offer an excellent model for understanding the
crystallization of solid-state organic materials, and that under-
standing these mechanisms will pave the way to the rational
design/preparation of molecular micro-/nanocrystalline materi-
als with controlled properties.
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